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From the Chairman of the Friends

A

fter all the excitement died down last year, the dig site on the North
range was backfilled, turf laid, and the corrugated shed over the well
was completely removed. It looks quite different now. Standing
about half a metre high, a collar of old red bricks encircles the well
with a hinged wooden lid which can be lifted so you can peer down through a
grid into the black depths.
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We barely had time to relax and enjoy the enormous sense of achievement
last year’s dig gave us when fundraising and planning for this year’s dig started
all over again. It has to be said that the economic situation has not made raising money any easier. It’s taking much longer, but we are getting there. So
many of our Friends have added a small donation to their subscription renewals and we are very grateful to them for doing so. There’s no shortage of volunteers to help in August – everyone was very quick off the mark and soon the
rotas will be sorted out for the various volunteer areas.
Please remember you must have CRB clearance before you can work
anywhere on site. Ursula and I look after this confidential matter and it is
well under weigh now so, if you haven’t yet done anything about it, please
make contact either by phoning 01983 811408 or emailing
mail@friendsofbradingromanvilla.com to get the information you need.
We’ve found it quicker and easier to meet at the Villa so the form can be filled
in, ID papers checked, and any questions answered straight away.
There are still opportunities for us to help raise some funds – I’m sure
none of us will want to miss Sir Barry Cunliffe’s talk on 30th May at Newport
Minster; Singing & Swinging is on 26th June at the Villa (this year I can confidently say - whatever the weather ) and on 11th July please let’s forget all
about calories and just enjoy The President’s Garden Party.
Wendy Gannon
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Bits and Pieces
The Friends Site Hut
Our ‘retired’ mobile holiday chalet was transported on to the site
in March –a few heart-stopping moments as it lurched across the field
on the back of the truck, but it was successfully unloaded just behind
the Villa, where it will sit for 11 months of the year. Thanks go to Lower
Hyde Holiday Park for giving us the chalet and to Nick Porter, who
charmed the neighbours as he drove this huge load onto site.
We hope most of the materials to renovate and refurbish it will be
courtesy of local traders’ donations, not least of whom are the Directors
of Engenius, Ltd of Cowes, who are very generously giving us solar
panels for lighting. Sydenhams and B&Q are also contributing. Roger
Whitby-Smith led the team of DIY volunteers who have done a remarkable job in a short space of time.
With admin space at such a premium at the Villa, the site hut is
already providing much needed space, away from the public areas,
where Friends’ admin, project planning, training, etc. can happen – as
well as a private and quiet place for Villa staff meetings too. A partitioned area of the site hut gives secure storage for dig equipment all
year round. The Friends obtained planning approval (Heritage and
Council) on the strength that it will remain a mobile unit, and so it will
move close to the dig site each August to be used as the site hut for Sir
Barry Cunliffe and his supervisors.
The meadow garden and nature trail
On the 4th April Alan Titchmarsh officially opened the Medusa trail
and wildflower garden which Green Gym started to create behind the
Villa last year. A representation of Medusa’s image is in the centre and
her hair snakes off in pathways through the long grass, leading to seats
sheltered by growing willow arbours. The butterflies were first in last
year, now there are bug hostels waiting for occupation, and we wait to
see what wild flowers we get.
It is hoped to hold outdoor classrooms in the wildflower garden in
summer.
Villa wins prestigious Award
After several years of hard work, the education programme developed by the Villa has received the Sandford Award, a national heritage
award granted to museums and heritage site that have outstanding
education provisions. Well done Lisa Kerley, the Villa’s education officer, who received the award at a ceremony at Hampton Court Palace.
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Mad King Lycurgus - the myth

A

s they grow from boyhood into manhood young men have always enjoyed trying out the pleasures that life has to offer and Bacchus was no
exception; that he was a god and, for good measure, the god of wine
meant that enjoyment was possible with few, if any, restraints. Bacchus,
eager to share the secrets of cultivating vines and the making of wine, travelled the
world with his erstwhile tutor Silenus, gathering a band of followers, fauns, satyrs,
nymphs and Maenads, all of whom lived in a riotous, drunken state.
One day Bacchus and his followers reached the kingdom of Thrace and set up
camp on the banks of the River Strymon. They then began to instruct the people
how to plant grapevines and care for them and initially all went well until the king,
Lycurgus, got to hear about all this activity and took exception to the intrusion.
Taking a band of his men and brandishing his double-headed axe, Lycurgus hurried
to the river where he found Bacchus and his followers relaxing after a hard day’s
work among the vines.

Jill Savage

-

Tour Guide

Lycurgus and his men rushed into the gathering, scattering all before them,
chasing them towards the river. Bacchus, concerned for their safety, urged his people to jump into the water. They were saved from drowning by the nymph, Thetis,
later to become the mother of Achilles. Lycurgus retreated, triumphant, failing to
understand that Bacchus was protecting his followers; the Menaeds had dropped
their thyrsi, the staffs they carried, and were obviously cowards, and a god who ran
away from a mortal was beneath contempt.
Lycurgus and his men set about destroying the vines but Bacchus returned and
made it appear that there were endless
rows of vines and as fast as Lycurgus
and his men pulled them up more appeared. The men grew tired and begged
to be allowed to stop but Lycurgus, maddened by his lack of success, beat them
with his double-headed axe. His son
pleaded with his father to stop, but Lycurgus, was by now beyond reason, and
in his madness mistook his son for a
vine and began attacking him, blood
spattering everywhere. Soon Lycurgus
began to think that he, himself, was becoming entangled in the vines and
started hacking at his own limbs. Lycurgus’s people now frightened of their
king, banished him to the nearby Mount
Pangaeus where he was hunted down by
the panthers, sacred to Bacchus, and
torn to pieces.

King Lycurgus and the
nymph Ambrosia
(Photo: BRV)
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Visit to Volubilis

L

ast Christmas and New Year we undertook a 14 day trip in
Morocco. We were able to visit the UNESCO World Heritage
Site of the roman city of Volubilis. The site is situated close to
the city of Meknes, between Casablanca and Fez and virtually
due south of Tangiers.

Volubilis is on a plateau rising from a fertile plain and once marked
the western limit of the Roman Empire in North Africa. Morocco (then
Mauretania) was annexed by Claudius in AD45, and the Romans left in
AD330 when Constantine rationalised the Empire, including a withdrawal from Britain. The city boasts all the usual attributes of an important Roman city, including an impressive triumphal arch, basilica,
capitol, baths and forum. Volubilis itself was not abandoned when the
Romans left, but it is thought to have been destroyed by an earthquake
in the late fourth century.

Ray Edwards

- Tour Guide
The ruins of Volubilis were first discovered in the late 19th century.
Excavation of the site has continued almost without interruption since
1915 and extensive areas still remain to be investigated.
Volubilis boasts many mosaics with themes similar to those displayed at Brading. Unfortunately, in spite of World Heritage status, the
whole site is exposed to the elements. We were lucky to see the mosaics
after recent rain as this bought the colours out.
Here is a selection of the many mosaics we saw:

The mosaic of Dionysus
with the four Seasons
(Medusa far right)
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This mosaic depicts a parody of a Chariot Jumper
or Desultor riding backwards on a donkey holding
a drinking vessel. The scarf fluttering behind him is
an emblem of victory.

Base of ablution basin outside
mosque in Casablanca.

Medusa in detail

Aphrodite takes a bath (centre of the mosaic surrounded by animals)

Contemporary mosaics still play an important part
in Moroccan decoration of significant buildings.
These geometric designs are found throughout the
Islamic world, but any depictions of Mohammed and
God (Allah) are banned.

(All photos: Ray Edwards)
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A new interpretation of the Medusa floor in Room 12
“Life and Death.”

T

–

he theme is set by Medusa in the roundel at the centre. She in herself is a
symbol of Death and Life. Most know about her deathly stare, but not everyone knows that her blood gave life. Drops falling into the salt sea produced the graceful winged steed Pegasus, and any life derived from her was
said to be immortal.

Each of the main panels in this room reveal aspects of life and death. In the
Spring panel the ploughing and planting bring life from the dead soil of winter. In
the Summer scene the life-giving sun, epitomised by Apollo, wants to give life to
Daphne (interpret that how you will!), but in a sense he brings death by being unintentionally responsible for anchoring her into one place in the shape of a Laurel
bush. In the Autumn corner, Lycurgus who, having been driven mad by Dionysus
(Bacchus) attacks Ambrosia, who, fearing for her life appeals to Zeus, who turns her
into a strangling vine, which wraps Lycurgus into its tendrils, in such a way that he
has to cut himself free. Using his double headed axe, he unfortunately cuts himself
as much as the vine and his blood flows freely. Now blood is also a symbol of the life
and death: Coursing naturally through the veins it delivers life, but when shed in
sufficient quantity it brings death. Likewise wine, the product of the vine and embodied by Ambrosia, is a life-enhancing liquid beloved of gods and of men, but when
taken in excess can bring sleep, stupor and even death.
The winter scene of Attis the shepherd going to the water nymph Sagiritis for
water for his sheep, may be an amusing comment on British winters, as the spring
that should flow from her vase has frozen, but it also points to the lack of life-giving
water being able to bring death.

David Low
And so we come to the Winds in the four triangles. Many possible explanations
have been given for three being clockwise and one opposed to the rest, with the faceoff being either side of the autumn scene. Now that it has been discovered that the
ancient Mexican and Iberian custom at the trampling of the grape harvest was to acknowledge both the life and death forces inherent within the product of the grape,
perhaps the four triangles can be better understood.
The way it works in Mexico is that before trampling the grapes, permission is
requested of the spirits of life and death. A senior member of the community takes a
horn or conch shell and blows three blasts in a clockwise arc for life to ask the gods
and spirits of life to bless the vintage and then once in the opposite direction to pro-

Medusa: Room 12
(Photo: BRV
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pitiate the spirits of death.
To conclude, there may be some elements of these life and death
themes in the inner sanctum, where the four major panels give a remarkably accurate orientation of the seasonal constellations around Polaris (the
Pole Star). The Spring constellation of Cadmus and Draco was a fight to
the death with the serpent, so that the life-giving water could be brought to
the citizens of Thebes. The Summer constellation has Perseus saving the
life of Andromeda by killing the sea monster. Hercules in the Autumn
scene is depicted in another of his battles, undefeated though having been
fought to a standstill and on his knees. Finally we have to assume that the
Winter constellation would be Orion the giant hunter. Hunting inevitably
includes death, but he was a great lover too and so there is life.
Life and Death; one can hardly imagine a more important theme for
these magnificent floors.

Dowsing Day at the Villa

S

aturday 9th May was bright, sunny and with very light winds - perfect
conditions for dowsing - as seven members of the Friends arrived at the
site hut to learn how to dowse for archaeology. One or two had dowsed
before, but most had no previous experience and were keen to know if
“they could do it!”
The three ‘tutors’, Dave Badman, Robin Whitehead and Noel Stimson were
careful to explain the while most people can dowse to some degree, a few may find
that it does not work for them, and it is important to work at it with a completely
open mind as to the possibilities. It is well recognized that most of those who can
not dowse are doubters and sceptics for whom the idea of dowsing is unscientific
and un-explainable (and dowsing is clearly both of these things). For some, these
qualities get in the way, while for others they are a source of wonder and delight.
The three tutors then explained, in turn, their personal experiences with dowsing, and the equipment they preferred to use. Noel uses a pair of rods and a pendulum; Dave prefers the traditional forked hazel twig (of which he brought a dozen
freshly-cut examples for the class to use). Robin uses rods, but more often than
not, singly held in his right hand, which he finds works well for him especially if he
is looking for or following lines of any sort.
Several stories about successful dowsing were heard from the tutors, as well as
pointing out the fact that dowsing rods can be found in the tool bags of most Gas
Board, Telephone and Water Board engineers. Even so, success in the eyes of others often depends on careful planning and recording. It is no use telling onlookers
that you found this or that excavated artefact or feature weeks ago if you do not
have proper and accurate recording of its nature and plotted position, preferably in
all three dimensions.
The first outdoor session was basic fieldwork; we split into three groups tracking underground water close to the Aisled Hall, picking out the buried walls of
the Aisled Hall, and finding the blind spring under the lawn close to the Roman
garden.
After lunch we got down to some serious dowsing of the South Range buildings. Again in three sections, we rotated between the east and west halves of the
main barn building, and the old bath house close to the gate.
By the end of the afternoon, the area was covered in small marker flags of different colours, and thank heaven for David Low who was kept very busy recording
all the finds, both for identification (pottery, bone, metal etc.) position and depth.
All we have to do now is wait and see if the Digging Team in August confirm or
deny any of our ‘finds’.
Everyone went home seemingly happy and tired after a long day out that was
both fun and interesting. The Villa kitchen staff supported us with a truly magnificent buffet lunch, which in spite of pretty good appetites, gave complete satisfaction all round. Our thanks to Jean and all her Staff that day. A big thank you also to
Chris Piggott for allowing us the run of the Villa grounds, and to Dave, Robin and
David for their invaluable assistance.
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Proscriptio:
The Friends of
Brading
Roman Villa
Registered Charity No. 1110720

EVENTS IN THE NEAR FUTURE:
1

Brading Roman Villa
Morton Old Road
Sandown, Isle of Wight
PO36 0EN

DO NOT PLAN TO MISS THIS EVENT
IF AT ALL POSSIBLE !!

Tel 01983 811408
mail@friendsofbradingromanvilla.com

The Friends Trustees:
President:
Chairman:
Vice-Chairman:
Membership Sec:
Minutes Secretary:
Treasurer:
Newsletter Editor:

Sam Twining LVO OBE DL
Wendy Gannon
Noel Stimson
Pat Barber
Jill Savage
Ursula Clark
Noel Stimson
Mary Clements
Neville Carr
Michael Jennings

Project Leaders:
Sheila Burch
Sandy Kealty
Camilla Lambert
Graham Petrie
Sylvia Sillar
Freda Wheeler
Veronica Williams

Sir Barry Cunliffe’s illustrated lecture at
Newport Minster : Saturday May 30th;
tickets £10 include a glass of wine and are
available at the Villa, the County Press
shop, and from the Historical Association
At .

2

“Singing and Swinging” Friday June 26th;
Tickets £12 available at the Villa.
Listen to the ‘Savoyards’, and dance to the
Unity Stompers’.

BRING A PICNIC - WINE BAR AVAILABLE
3

The President’s Garden Party,
on Saturday July 11th. £2.50 entry
includes Tea (guess which brand),
superb cakes and a magnificent raffle.
Invitation and full details enclosed with
this Newsletter.

Publicity for an organisation such as ours is seldom cheap. As a member of the Friends you
can help us advertise events and services by displaying the Villa’s well-established style of
small A4 posters. These will be printed and laminated by the Villa, ready to display in your
car, on your gate, or, with just a little persuasion, in your local shop or Post Office.
If you are willing to be placed on the list of regular Volunteer Advertisers, please tell
Adam Watson, the Villa’s publicity Officer on 406223 or email him at:
<adamwatson@bradingromanvilla.org.uk>
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The Newsletter of the Friends of Brading Roman Villa

This Newsletter is edited by Dr Noel Stimson, (Tel 874204, email: Noel_Stimson@compuserve.com) and printed and published by
the Friends of Brading Roman Villa.
The contents of this newsletter do not necessarily represent the views or opinions of the Staff Archaeologists, or the Trustees of
the Oglander Roman Trust, and no responsibility is taken for the accuracy or validity of the contents.
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